The paper makes a short presentation of three existing methods for estimation of orientation tensors, the secalled structure tensor, quadrature filter based techniques, and techniques based on approximating a local polynomial model. All three methods can be used for estimating an orientation tensor which in the 3D case can be used for motion estimation. The methods are based on rather different approaches in terms of the underlying signal models. However, they produce more or less similar results which indicates that there should be a common framework for estimation of the tensors. Such a framework is proposed, in terms of a second order mapping from signal to tensor with additional conditions on the mapping. It it also shown that the three methods in principle fall into this framework.
INTRODUCTION
The optic-flow equation
implies that the motion vector 5 = (~1~~2 , l)T must be orthogonal to the local spatio-temporal image gradient Vg. However, eq. (I) does not provide a unique solution for 5, and consequently additional constraints need to be introduced for obtaining a unique solution 5, see e.g., [6] . As a alternative [2] , eq. (I) can be reformulated as (Vd(VY)T5 = 0 , (2) which implies that 5 must be an eigenvector to (Vg)(Vg)T, with zero eigenvalue. Again, this equation does not provide a unique 0, but if we compute a local mean of (Vg)(Vy)T over a region s1 in which 5 can be assumed to be constant, the corresponding relation becomes which under certain conditions provides unique solutions 5.
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The expression within the brackets of eq. (3) is often called the structure tensor. It provides a compact representation ofthe local stlucture (moving pointiline) by means of its eigenvalues, and the velocity in terms of its eigenvectors. In general, it carries information about the local 3 D structure of the corresponding spatio-temporal volume, in particular its orientation, which implies that estimation of 3 D orientation and structure can be used for computing of local motion. This means that other techniques for estimation of local orientation, not based on the mean of outer products of gradients, can be used also for motion estimation.
We will here review three techniques for estimation of local orientation, all resulting in a tensor based representation. These techniques are rather different in terms of the underlying signal models, hut they provide more or less the similar result. The main result of the paper is a formulation of a common computational framework, in which the three techniques are just different ways of choosing parameters.
EARLY WORK
In [4] , the double-angle representation for local 2D orientation is defined as the complex number z = A e'"', where 6 ' is the directional angle of a line or edge, and A > 0 is a measure of confidence for the orientation statement. Since arg(z) = 28, it provides a continuous and averageable representation of local orientation. In [4] , z is estimated locally by a process which measures "energy" in small regions of the Fourier domain (F.D.) and sets z according to where the maximum energy is found and how much it is. In [8] it is shown that z can be computed by convolving the image with a set of so-called quadrature filters. The filters F k are designed in the ED. according to
where R is a radial weighting function, and m k are filter direction vectors. Notice that Fk = 0 when u T m k < 0, which means that the filters are complex valued in the spatial domain (S.D.). Given that there are 3 or more filters in the set and that the filter directions m k are evenly distributed in a half-plane at angles @k, and denotes the re- (6) k Extensions of the 2D methods and representations for local orientation are highly relevant for motion estimation, but were not immediately discovered. The problem is addressed in [9] which proposes a 5D vector as a descriptor of 3D orientation. Thc vector is estimated using the same type of quadrature filter as in eq. (4), extended to the 3D case.
MATRICES AND TENSORS
A somewhat different path is explored in [I] by addressing the problem of finding the dominant orientation n for the n-dimensional case. A solution is given by computing a matrix J which in the ED. can be formulated as and has an approximation in the S.D. according to where p is a weight function (typically a Gaussian) and Vg is the local gradient of g. Notice that J amounts to the expression inside the bracket of 3 and that in the ideal case, J can be expressed as J=XfiiiT.
where n is the wanted orientation vector. An algorithm for computing the elements of the matrix J by means of filter responses, q k . from the same filters which were used to compute 5D vector is presented in [IO] . The corresponding descriptor T is computed as
where N is the dimensionality of the signal.
In [IO] , T is referred to as a tensor. The appropriateness of this concept is outside the scope of this presentation, but it should be noted that even though the estimation methods differ in eqs. (8) and (IO) , the result is the same for the ideal case. In the literature, structure tensor normally refers to constructing J according to eq. (S), which is a bit unfoltunate if we want to distinguish the estimation procedure from the resulting representation. In the following, we will simply see J and T as similar types of descriptors, both given by eq. (9) , and refer to them as orientation tensors.
POLYNOMIAL APPROXIMATION
Yet another method of estimating an orientation tensor is presented in [3] . It is based on a local polynomial model of the signal, using polynomials up to second order: 
COMMON FRAMEWORK
The issue of this presentation is whether there is a common framework in which the different methods for estimation of an orientation tensor can be placed. Steps in this direction has already been taken, see [7] . One answer is also given in [ 121, where it is shown that if the tensor should transform in a certain way relative to transformations of the signal, e.g., if a rotation of the signal rotates the eigenvectors of the tensor in the corresponding way, then sufficient and necessary conditions for polynomial functions from the signal to the elements of the tensor can be derived.
The method in eq. (IO) cannot be characterized as a second order mapping, and cannot even be approximated as a power series since the magnitude function is not analytic. It should also be noted that the resulting tensor is not subject to equivariant transformations relative to rotations of the signal unless the signal is strictly simple. On the other hand, the basic method which results in eq. (10) can be modified to a formulation of the tensor as a second order mapping
I;
if the corresponding set of quadrature filters and tensors N k are chosen appropriately. This can, e.g., be done by keeping the same number of filters and filter directions m k but changing the filter functions to
The fact that all ofthe above methods (with the modified quadrature filter approach) can be formulated as second order mappings from signal to tensor indicates that such mappings can be used as a common ground for computing the In the ED. this corresponds to
where F is the In-dim. Fourier transform (ET.) of the filter function f, and G is the n-dim. ET. of g. Notice that if
We may define a set of second order filters, one for each element of the tensor, Tij, which we denote Fij. Given that the tensor can be computed as a second order function of the signal, we get
The issue is now how should we choose the functions Ftj to get a tensor T which is useful for orientation representation? One formulation is already given in [I], eq. (7), where T is formed by integrating "energy" times the corresponding orientation tensor over all points in the F.D. To avoid the influence of high frequency components, it seems reasonable to also include a weight function
which we assume to be rotational symmetric. This means that Fij is given by This can he thought of as an ideal construction of T since it represents a superposition of energy contributions, so that if the signal contains two or more lines or edges, T is the sum ofthe corresponding orientation tensors. Unfortunately, this type of second order filter function cannot be realized since it has infinite support in the S.D. However, it can be approximated, e.g., as
where P is an approximation ofthe impulse function 6. For example, we can choose P ( u ) = e-(lul/0)2/u, where U is reasonably small. This corresponds to the formulation given in eq. (8), where the gradient is computed from w * g rather than from g itself. An altemative approach is to consider the case of ideal representation of a single line or edge. In this case G(u) vanishes for all U # t n, and eq. (20) can then be written
where G'(t) = G(t n). A sufficient condition for Fij to produce T = X n nT is then given by 
H(t,.r) = H ( r , t ) , H(-t,-r) = H ( t , r ) (26)
to make T real. This gives
It is then natural to require that H is such that
From this follows that any set of functions Fij which meet conditions in eqs. (25) and (28) will produce T = X n nT, X > 0, for the single orientation case.
TEST
For the case that T is estimated as in eq. (S), we get
where P' and W' are the 1 -variable versions of P and W .
that the filter functions are given by eq. (1 5), we get
(29)
In the case that T is estimated as in eq. (14), forthe case 
Ej(t n , T a) = ~( f i T t f l k ) 2 Njj,kS(t,T)R(t)R(T)
We have thus concluded that all three estimation techniques fall within the proposed framework, i.e., we can find second order filters which satisfy eq. (25), and the corresponding functions Hk all satisfy eq. (28) since the resulting tensor has X 2 0.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A short review of three methods for estimation of local orientation tensors has been given, together with relations to motion estimation. The signal models being used are rather different, but they produce similar result which motivates the existence of common framework for estimation of orientation tensors. Such a framework has been proposed; a second order mapping from signal to tensor, eq. (20), with additional conditions, eqs. (25) and (28). It has also been shown that the three methods in principle fall into the framework.
